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If we teach today’s students as we taught yesterday’s, we rob them of tomorrow. – John Dewey

“GENESIS INNOVATIVE SCHOOL OFFERS STRIDE ACADEMY CLASSES”
Attention Students and Parents, You may have noticed that you have access to STRIDE Classes on your

schedule. Depending on your grade level, you may have access to Reading and Math. We are happy to offer
these classes to you for two reasons explained in the options below.
Please know these classes are supplemental. Again, they are NOT required.
INTERVENTION OPTION – Are you having
difficulty in your CORE classes?
If so, these classes offer you support
if you are struggling. They act as an
intervention if to hone and sharpen your
skills in areas you may need help.

ENRICHMENT OPTION – Are you
finished with your assignment already?
If so, these classes can stretch your
mind if you need additional challenge,
beyond your already rigorous CORE.

IMPORTANT NOTE – Why do you see this classes on your schedule? These classes have already been added
to your schedule for your convenience. Yes! We wanted you to have quick and easy access in the event you
need some intervention or enrichment. FAST FACT- Stride Uses an OPEN PLATFORM. This means it works on
MOST popular devices. The cloud-based system lets students access STRIDE anytime, anywhere!

What is STRIDE Academy?
An engaging teaching tool for elementary through high school that motivates students toward
mastery and rewards learning with games. Motivating students can be challenging. Stride uses
games and rewards to inspire students to master difficult reading and math concepts. Stride’s
adaptive technology guides each student to practice where he or she needs it most—and then
serves up a variety of content that’s lively and engaging.
Learning That’s Focused and Fun







Deeper content to further strengthen skills
A “Help Me” feature recommends targeted skill review activities
More fun, engaging games for students to choose from
Technology-enhanced items to help students prepare for high-stakes testing
Dashboards to better assess student proficiency
Combined with Renaissance STAR Assessments®



An anti-guessing feature ensures students always put forth their best effort!

How STRIDE Works!
Visit this website!
www.fueleducation.com/stride
STRIDE Academy
Information
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Answer Questions to practice concepts.
Reviews Skills through your choice of activities.
Earn Coins and Bonus Chests for correct work.
Play Games for a fun and engaging “brain break.”
Compete with Points to top your best score, become a point leader
Win Badges when you master a skill or do something big in a game!

